[Comparative study of eating behavior in elderly patients with Alzheimer's disease and vascular dementia: a first report. - Comparison of disturbed eating behavior - ].
In elderly patients with dementia, it is known that a loss of independence in eating can cause malnutrition, dehydration, a decrease in food consumption and the immune function and further worsening of the cognitive function, with an increased risk of pneumonia and a shortened life expectancy. The purpose of this study was to investigate the occurrence of a disturbed eating behavior in elderly patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) and vascular dementia (VaD), who together comprise the majority of elderly patients with dementia. A total of 233 patients (150 AD patients and 83 VaD patients) who were residents of institutions or group homes were enrolled. The patients underwent an assessment of eating behavior, a cognitive assessment, a neurological examination and measurement of the vital signs. Additionally, statistical analyses were performed to compare eating behavior between the patients with AD and those with VaD at varying severity of dementia. A disturbed eating behavior was observed significantly more frequently as the severity of dementia increased. The prevalence of difficulty in rinsing/gargling and dysphagia increased with the severity of dementia. There were differences in the frequency of disturbed eating behavior between the AD and VaD patients. Among the patients with mild dementia, the VaD patients exhibited a higher incidence of a disturbed eating behavior than the AD patients. On the other hand, some behaviors prominent in the patients with severe dementia were related to various types of cognitive impairment in the AD patients, namely difficulty in beginning a meal, difficulty in maintaining attention while eating and difficulty in performing the specific motor skills necessary to open food packages. Marked individual differences were observed in the mild VaD patients, with a high frequency of disturbed eating behavior and dysphagia related to symptoms of neurological deficits. No correlations were found with the severity of dementia. Both AD and VaD are types of dementia; however, the frequency of a disturbed eating behavior differs greatly between these populations. It is necessary to focus on differences in these parameters and also the causes of dementia in order to develop effective care techniques for patients with dementia.